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Introduction

This document describes the Dictionary Enhancement Module in the ELEXIS infrastructure.
The module is implemented as a series of enhancements and integration within the
Lexonomy dictionary writing system and is fully integrated with other Lexonomy
functionalities.

In the following text, we describe the individual improvements to the Lexonomy dictionary
writing system, explain their connection and interplay with other parts of the system.

Enhancing dictionaries with corpus resources

The Dictionary Enhancement Module provides a range of options how a lexicographer can
connect with a corpus in Sketch Engine and pull raw corpus data directly into the dictionary
entry they are writing. Namely, Sketch Engine can offer good dictionary examples selected
by the GDEX function, corpus collocations and distributional thesaurus.

To set up connection with the Sketch Engine, users need to provide their Sketch Engine API
key. Key setting is handled automatically when users log in to Lexonomy via Sketch Engine
Single Sign-on feature. Consequently, users are able to select different corpus for each
dictionary (e.g., based on dictionary language or domain) and map entry elements to various
information from the corpus (e.g., which element in entry stores usage examples).

When the corpus setup is complete, users will find Sketch Engine icon in the entry editor
with options to retrieve corpus data or display various information about the word.



Corpus examples
When users want to include example sentences from the corpus, they select the “Find
examples” option and the entry headword is used as a search query for GDEX function in
the Sketch Engine. Users are able to use full CQL query if they need more specific
examples. Users check the sentences from the list that they want to include.

All selected sentences are displayed on the right hand side of the entry editor.

Now users may move each example to sense where it’s most suitable.



__________________________________________________________________________________

Corpus collocations and thesaurus items
When users want to include word collocations or words from thesaurus (related words) from
the corpus, they select the “Find collocations” or “Find thesaurus items” option and the entry
headword is used as a search query in the Sketch Engine. Users check the collocations or
thesaurus items from the list that they want to include.

Selected words are displayed in the right hand side panel of the entry editor and users move
the collocations or related words to the appropriate senses.
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Corpus definitions
For supported languages and corpora, users are able to retrieve definitions of a word from
the corpus.

Selected definition sentences are displayed in the right hand side panel of the entry editor
and users move the definitions to the appropriate sense for post-editing.



__________________________________________________________________________________

Push model: one-click dictionary

It is possible to create a new dictionary and fill it with data from the Sketch Engine interface.
Users will start in the Sketch Engine and its OneClick Dictionary tool. Depending on
language support and user selection, the process generates a headword list with
part-of-speech labels, provides candidates for example sentences, collocations, synonyms,
or definitions. Subsequently, all the data are pushed into Lexonomy, where the new
dictionary is created. Users are able to extend or edit the dictionary during the post-editing
phase, thus saving time.

Linking entries and senses to other dictionaries
The new linking mechanism in Lexonomy supports links between any entry elements in any
dictionary. As a first step, users have to specify which entry elements should serve as the
link point and how each element is identified.  For example, “entry” may serve as a link point
and each entry is uniquely identified with “headword + PoS”, or “sense” may be used as a
link point and each sense is uniquely identified with “headword + PoS + sense number”.

When users are editing an entry, they have the option to add or view links at corresponding
entry elements. When they want to add a new link, they select the target dictionary, choose
which element to use in the target entry, and search for a particular link target. Source and
target elements may be on a different level in an entry structure. For example, it is possible
to create a link between a full entry and one sense.
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When browsing the dictionary, links are also displayed in the entry preview.

Automatic linking of entries: NAISC
For integration with automatic linking tools, Lexonomy provides API interface to work with
the cross-links. As of now, the NAISC tool (https://github.com/insight-centre/naisc) is
available for automatic linking directly from Lexonomy. Although the process was developed
with the NAISC tool, it may be easily extended to work with other tools.

The process automated link creation uses the following steps:
● user selects source and target dictionary,
● both dictionaries are converted to the OntoLex RDF format required by NAISC,
● NAISC detects the links,
● output from NAISC is converted to the internal Lexonomy format and stored in the

database,
● links are available, and users may post-edit the results in Lexonomy editor.

To provide better overview, all automatic links can be displayed in single list:

https://github.com/insight-centre/naisc


__________________________________________________________________________________

Enhancing dictionaries with multimedia
Multimedia can be an important part of a dictionary entry -- an image can be better and more
intuitive than any definition, an audio pronunciation is definitely better than an IPA
transcription.
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Adding multimedia - images, video, audio
When setting up the entry structure, users may select a special element type “media” for
elements that should contain multimedia data. It is not necessary to select the exact media
type. When editing the entry, users only need to insert a URL link to the media file.
Lexonomy will detect the media type from the URL and preview the file appropriately - i.e.
images are displayed as thumbnails, video files in the video player, and audio files in the
audio player.



__________________________________________________________________________________

Adding images automatically, while editing
To save time with getting the right images for an entry, Lexonomy now supports several
image search services - Wikidata, Pixabay, and Google Image. After users configure their
API keys in the settings, a new icon for image search will be displayed in the entry editor.
Users may also select which licence they prefer. When users click on the image search icon,
Lexonomy will search for images with selected licence and display the previews. Users only
click on the selected image and the corresponding URL is inserted into the entry.

Apart from the selected image search services, more services may be added later based on
the user feedback.

Adding images automatically, whole dictionary
For users who need to add images to each entry in their dictionary, Lexonomy supports
extended function to add images automatically. This feature is using the same configuration
as for adding image while editing (configured API keys and licence type). Users select the
element to store image links and number of images they want to add to each entry. For each
entry in the dictionary, Lexonomy will search for images in all configured image services and
randomly select chosen number of images. Image licence is also stored for follow-up
inspection. After all entries are enhanced, users may simply delete the images they don’t
want.
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Adding audio automatically
For selected languages, it is possible to enhance dictionaries with automatic speech
synthesis. Users need to configure their VoiceRSS API key and select the language.
After configuration, each entry in the dictionary will contain an audio player with automatic
speech synthesis of the entry headword.

VoiceRSS services are used for testing and other speech synthesis services with a working
API interface may be added based on the user feedback.

Enhancing dictionaries with diachronic data

Team at the Insight SFI Research Centre for Data Analytics is preparing corpora for several
languages with the diachronic data about word usage. To present the data and enhance
dictionaries, Insight Centre is also creating a widget for Lexonomy that will automatically
retrieve diachronic data for each headword.

Conclusion
The Dictionary Enhancement Module within the Lexonomy dictionary writing system
provides new powerful tools that enable lexicographers to enrich the entries in the existing
dictionaries, in an easy and efficient way. We have described the individual parts of the
module and explained how they work on the back-end, as well as for the user.



__________________________________________________________________________________
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